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ABSTRACT

An accent adaptation approach using pronunciation variation
modeling technology for Mandarin accent was proposed in this
paper. As Chinese language is monosyllabic, the syllable
pronunciation variation dictionary (SPVD) was built to depict the
characteristics of accent. Firstly, the pronunciation modeling
technology was utilized to get the context-independent and context-
dependent accent-specific syllable confusion matrix according to
the acoustic recognition results (pin-yin stream). Then the accent-
specific Chinese SPVD was constructed from this confusion
matrix. Finally, N-Best acoustic recognition candidates were re-
scored with the help of SPVD. To curtail the necessary adaptation
data size for context-dependent SPVD, we divided the syllable
context into several groups. The experiment results show that
pronunciation variation modeling technology is an effective method
for Mandarin accent adaptation, and the context grouping strategy
can reduce the adapting speech data effectively while keep the
same satisfactory performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Most speech recognition systems fail to perform well when the
speakers has a regional accent different from that of the standard
language the systems were trained on. It is partly due to the fact
that in these systems only simple dictionaries containing the
canonical pronunciation form are used. Canonical pronunciations
represent the correct pronunciation, but in most cases especially for
accented speakers they do not match the actual realization of the
word. In China, the diversity of Mandarin accents is great and
evolving. As the number of applications that use automatic speech
recognition increases, so the range of speakers that use such
technology rises, which poses a serious problem to speech
recognizers: they must meet the need of different accents. The
method to solve this problem thoroughly is to train a specific
recognizer for each Mandarin accent, but it is impractical due to
following reasons. Firstly, there are too many kinds of Mandarin

accents to build an individual recognizer for each kind. Secondly,
we need lots of training speech data to build an individual
recognizer which will consume great money and time. And finally,
this method lacks flexibility. So we can try another method to
reduce effect of accent by adapting the speech recognition system
to the speakers.

According to the view of phonology [5], the pronunciation
differentia among different speakers can be classified into two
types: one reflects the phoneme variation within the same phoneme,
another reflects the variation deviated into another quite different
phoneme. The former can be solved by the method of re-estimating
acoustic model parameters, such as MAP or MLLR. As to the
latter one, which occurs frequently in Mandarin accents, a syllable
pronunciation variation dictionary has to be constructed to describe
those variations.

It has been confirmed that an appropriate pronunciation dictionary
constructed by hand or by a rule-based system improves
recognition performance [1]. Also in our previous experiment [2],
the use of pronunciation modeling technology was demonstrated to
improve ASR system performance in accent speech.

In this paper, we will investigate on how to construct a context-
dependent accent-specific pronunciation variation dictionary
effectively and how to use this dictionary information in speech
recognition process and combine it with traditional successful
acoustic adaptation technique such as MAP to expect further
improvement.

2. PRONUNCIATION MODELING
TECHNOLOGY

At first we will give a brief overview on the pronunciation modeling
procedure. Firstly, the canonical pin-yin level transcriptions of the
accent speech data should be obtained. Then a standard Mandarin
acoustic recognizer whose output is pin-yin stream will be used to
transcribe those accent speech data. After that, with the help of
dynamic programming (DP) technique, these errorful pin-yin level
transcriptions are aligned to the canonical pin-yin level
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transcriptions. In this way, an accent-specific syllable confusion
matrix will be generated, describing how the accent-specific
pronunciation differ from those assumed by the standard Mandarin
recognition system. Finally, the accent-specific Mandarin syllable
pronunciation variation dictionary can be constructed from this
confusion matrix.

The pronunciation-modeling scheme used here was described fully
in [2] and [3].

3. BUILDING AN ACCENT SPECIFIC
PRONUNCIATION DICTIONARY

This section will investigate on how to construct a satisfactory
accent-specific pronunciation dictionary effectively. In Mandarin
every character is spoken in a monosyllabic manner. The over
10,000 different Chinese characters can be expressed by about
1344 Pinyin syllables which consist of a combination of 408 base
syllables and 5 tones [4]. As our focus is the syllable pronunciation
variation and the 863 standard Mandarin acoustic recognizer output
is toneless syllable pinyin strings, we decide to build a base syllable
pronunciation variation dictionary (SPVD) which has only 408
entries. This SPVD will depict the characteristics of specific accent
pronunciation.

3.1 The main procedure of building  SPVD

The procedure of modeling the SPVD is described as the following
steps:

1) The first step is to obtain a canonical pinyin transcription of
the accent-specific speech. We just use the standard pinyin
strings as the canon Chinese syllable pronunciation dictionary
which is the classical syllable pronunciation dictionary many
researchers have utilized.

2) Then we will obtain the accurate surface-form pinyin
transcription of the same material. The 863 standard
Mandarin acoustic recognizer whose output result is pinyin
strings was utilized to derive this transcription.

3) After that, a dynamic programming (DP) technique is used to
align those surface-form pinyin transcriptions with the
canonical pinyin transcription. Then we can get the syllable
pronunciation confusion matrix which will be the basis of
SPVD. In this step, as the syllable error rate of the acoustic
recognizer is known to be around 45%, appending a
confidence score to each syllable output by the syllable
acoustic recognizer provides a way of filtering out poorly-
transcribed data. This confidence score can be used to
decide whether a syllable variation should be counted to the
syllable confusion matrix.

4) Now the SPVD can be constructed from the confusion
matrix. The canon pronunciation is recorded as the first
possible pronunciation variation in SPVD. If there is no
record of the canon pronunciation variation in the confusion
matrix, a floor value will be assigned to the occurred

possibility of this pronunciation variation. The sum of all the
occurred possibility of each entry is normalized to 1.0.

3.2 Context-dependent / context-independent
SPVD

Moreover, in Mandarin accents, syllable pronunciations have
different variations in different context, so we propose the concept
of context-dependent syllable pronunciation variation dictionary.
And the context-dependent SPVD should include both
pronunciation variation information and context information. We
consider only the former syllable as current syllable context,
because we think in Mandarin former syllable pronunciation have
greater affection to current pronunciation.

It will be a bit complex to build the context-dependent SPVD. We
can record the syllable context confusion matrix and calculate the
occurrence possibility of each possible pronunciation under different
contexts. Of course, a much larger speech data is necessary to
construct the context-dependent SPVD. If the speech data is
limited, we can back off the context-independent SPVD to the
context-dependent SPVD.

According to our experiment results (please refer to Part 4),
although context-dependent SPVD needs more adaptation data, it
can achieve greater performance than context-independent SPVD.

3.3 Grouped context-dependent SPVD

As we have discussed in part 3.2, if different former syllables are
treated as different context, it will need large adaptation speech
data to build a satisfactory context-dependent pronunciation
variation dictionary, which will be a great shortcoming to obstacle
the practicability of this method. To reduce the adaptation speech
data, we divided all of the 408 base syllables into several groups.
Every syllable belongs to the same group is treated as the same
context. And we hope this strategy can help us to curtail the
adaptation speech data while keeping the same satisfactory
context-dependent pronunciation variation dictionary.

Linguist knowledge is utilized to derive the grouping principle.
According to the different nucleus and coda of different syllable's
final part, all of the 408 base syllables are divided into nine groups:

Group # Syllable's final part

-o -o,-uo

-e -ie,-ve

-a -a,-ia,-ua

-n -an,-en,-ian,-in,-uan,-uen,-van,-vn

-ng -ang,-eng,-ong,-iang,-ing,-iong,-uang

-i -ai,-ei,-uai,-ui,-e

-u -ao,-ou,-iao,-iu,-u



-r -er,-e

-v -v

Table-1: Grouped context

Using such grouping strategy can avoid some data wasting which
occurred in building context-dependent SPVD. As it is known that
if a specific-context pronunciation variation occurs rarely in the
adaptation data, the samples of this variation in the adaptation data
will be excluded out of the SPVD building. This is because that
those sparse samples are regarded as noise. In other words, those
adaptation data will be wasted. However, if grouping strategy is
taken, those sparse samples will be pooled into denser samples,
which will not be filtered out as noise. Thus the adaptation data can
be utilized more effectively.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4.1 Evaluation system and speech corpus

The proposed method was experimented on INTEL Shanghai-
Accent Mandarin Corpus and the 863 standard Mandarin acoustic
recognizer. The baseline system trained from 863 standard
Mandarin Speech Corpus is called 863 standard Mandarin acoustic
recognizer [6] whose output is syllable stream.

INTEL Shanghai-Accent Mandarin Speech Corpus is our accent-
specific speech data source. Twenty-five speakers (M001--M025)
who have 380 utterances respectively were chosen from the
Shanghai-Accent Corpus to be the adapting corpus. And the
100*10person utterances by ten speakers (M030-M040) are chosen
as our testing corpus. In order to build a contrast group, a Shanghai-
Accent Mandarin Acoustic Recognizer was trained from
380*80persons utterances. This recognizer is our ideal target
system.

We have investigated on several problems. Firstly, we
experimented on how many speech data we need to construct a
satisfactory context-independent / context-dependent SPVD and a
grouped context-dependent SPVD. Secondly, the recognizer
performance improvement by these SPVDs was contrasted with
the baseline system and the ideal target system respectively. In the
end, a combination of pronunciation adaptation method described in
this paper with a successful acoustic adaptation technique known
as MAP (Maximum a Posteriori) was investigated.

4.2 Building an accent-specific recognizer

This section will discuss how to use a synthesized accent-biased
pronunciation dictionary in the building of an accent-specific speech
recognizer. The framework of how to use pronunciation dictionary
information in ASR system which is utilized here was described in
detail at [2]. With the help of SPVD, N-Best acoustic recognition
candidates can be re-scored to generate better recognition results.
At first, traditional method are used to obtain the acoustic scores of
each possible pronunciation variation. Then the new score of each

candidate will be the sum of each possible variation acoustic scores
multiplied by this pronunciation variation possibility which can be
considered as a weight coefficient. Finally, the N-BEST syllable
sequences can be resorted according to these new scores, and a
new best syllable sequence result will be generated.

4.3 Effect of adaptation corpus size to SPVD

In this experiment we will investigate the relationship of the size of
adaptation data with the quality of the syllable pronunciation
variation dictionary. If the speech data is too limited to cover some
syllables, then we have to make an assume that those syllables
have only one pronunciation variation which is the same as the
canon pronunciation. In context-dependent SPVD, if the speech
data is too limited to cover some contexts, the corresponding
context-independent SPVD data will be used to back-off it. The
independent SPVD used to back-off was trained from 2000
utterances.

500 utterances from the test corpus are chosen to evaluate
the corresponding recognizer performance.
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Table-2: Context-Independent SPVD experiment result
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Table-3: Context-Dependent SPVD experiment result
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%
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Table-4: Grouped context-dependent SPVD experiment result

From the tables above we can find that when the size of adapting
corpus reach some scale, the quality of the SPVD is stable. That is
to say, maybe all of the typical pronunciation variation occurrences
have been covered. The suitable adaptation data size of the



context-independent SPVD is 2000 utterances; and the context-
dependent SPVD is 4000 utterances; while 3000 utterances will be
appropriate for grouped context-dependent SPVD.

4.4 Context-independent vs. context-dependent
and grouped context-dependent SPVD

In this experiment, whether the performance of the recognizer will
be improved by adding context information and whether grouping
context strategy can help to curtail adaptation data size while keep
the performance were investigated. The context-independent
SPVD is adapted with 2000 utterances, while the context-
dependent and grouped context-dependent SPVD is adapted with
5000 utterances and 4000 utterances respectively.

100 utterances * 4 persons are chosen from the test corpus to
evaluate the recognizer performance.

Test Corpus (error rates)

M033 M035 M036 M038

Baseline system 39.92% 42.24% 43.40% 50.67%

Context-Independent SPVD

(adapted with 2000

utterances)

35.22% 35.81% 37.48% 43.31%

Context-Dependent SPVD

(adapted with 5000

utterances)

34.13% 33.65% 34.38% 39.32%

Grouped Context-

Dependent PVD (adapted

with 4000 utterances)

33.97% 33.67% 34.27% 39.19%

Shanghai-Accent

Recognizer  System

31.00% 30.12% 27.21% 31.94%

Table-5: Context-Independent  vs. Context-Dependent  and
Grouped Context-Dependent SPVD experiment results

From the experiment results we can see that although context-
dependent SPVD need more adaptation data it do have advantage
over context-independent SPVD. Moreover the grouping context
strategy do reduce the adapting speech data effectively while
keeping the same satisfactory performance.

4.5 Pronunciation adaptation combined with
MAP method

As mentioned in the introduction, two types of pronunciation
differentia among different speakers can be adapted by two kinds
of methods: one is the method of re-estimating acoustic model
parameters, another is pronunciation dictionary adaptation. It will be
helpful to combine those methods together since both kinds of
differences lie in accent.. The combination of context-independent
SPVD with MAP method was investigated in the experiment.

As a baseline, MAP adaptation alone was performed in supervised
batch mode, using the 300 utterances. Then it was combined with a
context-independent SPVD which was derived prior to MAP
adaptation.

Test Corpus (error rates)

NO SPVD WITH SPVD

NO  MAP 39.33% 34.1%

WITH     MAP 29.85% 27.45%

Table-6: SPVD combined with MAP results

It can be reached from the experiment result that pronunciation
dictionary adaptation method was additive to acoustic adaptation
technique.

5. CONCLUSION

Syllable pronunciation variation phenomena are very common in
Mandarin accents. In order to put the Mandarin Speech
Recognition technology into practice, accent problem must be
solved. In this paper, we have made some attempts and got
satisfied results.

Our study shows that pronunciation variation modeling technology is
an effective method for Mandarin accent adaptation. Although
context-dependent SPVD needs more adaptation data, it can
achieve greater performance than context-independent SPVD.
Moreover the grouping context strategy can reduce the adapting
speech data effectively while keep the same satisfactory
performance. And the pronunciation dictionary adaptation method is
additive to traditional successful acoustic adaptation technique such
as MAP or MLLR [7], which becomes its another advantage.
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